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2 LUNDHS Real Stone2 LUNDHS Real Stone

Natural Stone 
from Norway

- unique and long-lasting surfaces

Renowned for its Norwegian natural stone worktops  
and an array of design solutions due to its naturally inherent 
high performance, Lundhs Real Stone has extended its range 

to now include natural stone tiles for walls and floors. A 
collection of different formats and surfaces means that you 

can now evoke your own personal style on floors, walls, 
backsplashes, steam showers and fireplace surrounds.

MAINTENANCE-FREE STONE SURFACES THAT WILL LAST FOR A LIFETIME

Due to their natural composition, all Lundhs Real Stone surfaces are 
abrasion, stain and scratch resistant. Providing you with 100 % natural 
and a maintenance-free surface that will stand the test of time.

Techincal data and documentation; lundhsrealstone.com/us

• Abrasion resistant
•  Water resistant
•  Heat resistant up to 572 °F
•  Maintenance-free, wash with water 

and mild soap
•  Stain resistant against tea, coffee, 

oil, citrus, wine etc.
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LUNDHS Emerald / Honed

The Lundhs Emerald plank tiles in a herringbone pattern complement 
the Lundhs Emerald worktop. The combination creates a stunning 
focal point in this kitchen. Small or large planks also fit perfectly on 
floors in many patterns as well as edge tiles, when you want to 
create a coordinating and easy to maintain finish between your  
floor and walls. 

Stone: Lundhs Emerald
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Plank tiles
Lundhs Em

erald / Plank tilesLundhs Emerald is the darkest stone in our collection.  
The stone has a beautiful dark background with lustrous blue 
crystals and is an excellent choice for interior use. Plank tiles 

provide you with multiple design solutions that fit well  
within a variety of different interior styles. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Size 2.9x12x0.39 in 6x24x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 tiles = 2,4 ft2 Box of 12 tiles = 12 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed Honed

2,9x12 in

6x24 in
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LUNDHS Blue / Honed

The Lundhs Blue large plank tiles, shown here, create a waterproof 
and maintenance-free wall in the bathroom. Use different patterns  
to create different styles and a matte surface to create a more  
subtle and contemporary look. 

Stone: Lundhs Blue
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Plank tiles
Lundhs Blue / Plank tiles

Lundhs Blue is a classic material known for its blue 
background with lustrous blue and grey feldspar crystals  
– an excellent choice for interior use. Plank tiles provide  

you with pattern choices and will fit well within  
various interior styles. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Size 2.9x12x0.39 in 6x24x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 tiles = 2,4 ft2 Box of 12 tiles = 12 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed Honed

2,9x12 in

6x24 in
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LUNDHS Royal / Honed

Here, Lundhs Royal can be seen on the vanity top and in a herring-
bone pattern on the floor. With its icy blue crystal reflections you will 
create a natural and fresh feeling in your bathroom. Use as a base 
molding for a clean and finished look. 

Stone: Lundhs Royal
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Plank tiles
Lundhs Royal / Plank tiles

Lundhs Royal is the lightest color in the Lundhs Real Stone 
collection. Featuring a grey background sprinkled with large 
ice-blue crystals, it is an excellent choice for interior surfaces. 

Plank tiles provide you with multiple opportunities  
and will fit well into various interior styles.

SPECIFICATIONS
Size 2.9x12x0.39 in 6x24x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 tiles = 2,4 ft2 Box of 12 tiles = 12 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed Honed

6x24 in

2,9x12 in
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LUNDHS Antique / Honed

Cover your fireplace with Lundhs Antique plank tiles and turn it into 
the focal point of your living room. The stone has proven surface heat 
resistance up to 572 °F. Small and large plank tiles also fit perfectly 
on floors and interior cladding in many patterns.  
NOTE: Not to be used inside a firebox.

Stone: Lundhs Antique
Stone type: Anorthosite
Origin: Sirevaag, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Plank tiles
Lundhs Antique / Plank tiles

SPECIFICATIONS
Size 2.9x12x0.39 in 6x24x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 tiles = 2,4 ft2 Box of 12 tiles = 12 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed Honed

Lundhs Antique is characterized by clear blue crystals  
on a shaded brown background. Each piece of stone is unique  
due to the variations of fine lines, sizes and amount of crystals. 

From fireplaces to flooring, plank tiles provide you with  
multiple design and style opportunities. 

6x24 in

2,9x12 in
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LUNDHS Emerald / Honed

A floor with large tiles in Lundhs Emerald is ideal if you prefer  
a flowing, less busy impression or open concept designs. Place  
the tiles at different angles to make the crystals shine differently. 
Large rectangular tiles are also suitable for walls and will suit  
various interior styles.

Stone: Lundhs Emerald
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Rectangular tiles
Lundhs Em

erald / Rectangular tiles

Lundhs Emerald is the darkest stone in our collection.
The stone has a beautiful dark background with lustrous blue

crystals and is an excellent choice for interior use. Large 
rectangular floor tiles create the impression of spaciousness 

and deliver a clean finish. 

12x24 in

24x36 in

Size 12x24x0.39 in 24x36x0.47 in

Ft2 Box of 6 pcs = 12 ft2 Single tile = 6 ft2

Surfaces Honed Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS
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LUNDHS Blue / Honed

Lundhs Blue tiles in your kitchen will provide you with a maintenance-
free surface. It is easy to clean, stain, abrasion and scratch resistant 
and is also suitable for walls and staircases. Able to withstand daily 
wear and tear, Lundhs Blue will last for many generations to come.

Stone: Lundhs Blue
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Rectangular tiles
Lundhs Blue / Rectangular tiles

Size 12x24x0.39 in 24x36x0.47 in

Ft2 Box of 6 pcs = 12 ft2 Single tile = 6 ft2

Surfaces Honed Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x24 in

24x36 in

Lundhs Blue is a classic material known for its blue 
background with lustrous blue and grey feldspar crystals  

– an excellent choice for interior use. Large rectangular floor 
tiles create a feeling of spaciousness and provide  

a clean finish to any interior.
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LUNDHS Royal / Honed

A large Lundhs Royal tile as a backsplash will create a focal point  
in the room and add an extra edge to the kitchen. Combine Lundhs 
Royal with blue colored cabinets and oak flooring to provide a calm 
and natural feeling. Lundhs Royal rectangular tiles are also suitable  
for flooring.

Stone: Lundhs Royal
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Rectangular tiles
Lundhs Royal / Rectangular tiles

Lundhs Royal is the lightest color in the Lundhs Real Stone 
collection. With a grey background sprinkled with large ice-blue 

crystals it is an excellent choice for interior surfaces. Large 
rectangular tiles will work beautifully as statement  

backsplashes or as floor tiles. 

Size 12x24x0.39 in 24x36x0.47 in

Ft2 Box of 6 pcs = 12 ft2 Single tile = 6 ft2

Surfaces Honed Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x24 in

24x36 in
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LUNDHS Antique / Honed

A kitchen countertop and backsplash in the same material will  
create a natural focal point in the kitchen. Lundhs Antique also 
provides you with a naturally water, stain and heat resistant surface 
that requires no regular maintenance. Lundhs Antique has exquisite 
detailing and is completely unique. 

Stone: Lundhs Antique
Stone type: Anorthosite
Origin: Sirevaag, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Rectangular tiles
Lundhs Antique / Rectangular tiles

Lundhs Antique is characterized by clear blue crystals  
on a shaded brown background. Each piece of stone is unique  
due to the variations of fine lines, sizes and amount of crystals. 

Large rectangular tiles in Lundhs Antique will create a  
striking yet warm visual focal point in any room. 

Size 12x24x0.39 in 24x36x0.47 in

Ft2 Box of 6 pcs = 12 ft2 Single tile = 6 ft2

Surfaces Honed Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x24 in

24x36 in
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LUNDHS Emerald / Polished

A floor with Lundhs Emerald tiles in a polished high gloss finish  
will catch the light and allow the exquisite crystals to shine through.  
Tiles in large squares are beautiful in both small and large areas  
and will make the room appear larger.

Stone: Lundhs Emerald
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Square tiles
Lundhs Em

erald / Square tilesLundhs Emerald is the darkest stone in our collection.  
The stone has a beautiful dark background with lustrous blue 

 crystals and is an excellent choice for interior use. The traditional 
square tiles in Lundhs Emerald will suit all interior styles,  

in both the polished and honed finish.

Size 12x12x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 pcs = 10 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x12 in
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LUNDHS Blue / Polished

Large square tiles in Lundhs Blue on the wall and floor create the 
feeling of spaciousness in this bathroom and provide a seamless  
and comtemporary look.

Stone: Lundhs Blue
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Square tiles
Lundhs Blue / Square tiles

Lundhs Blue is a classic material known for its blue 
background with lustrous blue and grey feldspar crystals. 

Design an impressive living space with the traditional  
square tile in a variety of ways. 

Size 12x12x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 pcs = 10 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x12 in
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LUNDHS Royal / Honed

Lundhs Royal square tiles in the bathroom provide you with a surface 
that is water resistant, stain resistant and easy to clean. The ice-blue 
crystals are the ideal choice for the bathroom, creating a refreshing 
and spa-like feeling.

Stone: Lundhs Royal
Stone type: Larvikite
Origin: Larvik, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Square tiles
Lundhs Royal / Square tiles

Lundhs Royal is the lightest color in the Lundhs Real Stone 
collection, with a grey background sprinkled with large ice-

blue crystals. Ideal for refreshing and calming bathing 
spaces, the square tiles will look exquisite on  

both walls and floors.

Size 12x12x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 pcs = 10 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x12 in
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LUNDHS Antique / Polished

Lundhs Antique square floor tiles deliver a feeling of grandeur  
and luxury. Due to the technical properties of all Lundhs Real Stone 
materials they are suitable for busy areas like hotel lobbies, shopping 
malls and airports, and therefore the perfect choice for a busy home 
where they will stand the test of time for many generations to come.

Stone: Lundhs Antique
Stone type: Anorthosite
Origin: Sirevaag, Norway 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Please remember that proper installation of any specialty product 
requires a knowledgeable installer. An experienced natural stone 
installer is suggested. For references visit the Natural Stone Institute 
website or contact your nearest dealer.
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Square tiles
Lundhs Antique / square tilesLundhs Antique is characterized by clear blue crystals  

on a shaded brown background. Each piece of stone is unique  
due to the variations of fine lines, sizes and amount of crystals. 

Square tiles in a polished or honed finish will look at home  
in any setting, from hallways to bathrooms.

Size 12x12x0.39 in

Ft2 Box of 10 pcs = 10 ft2

Surfaces Polished, honed

SPECIFICATIONS

12x12 in
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Endless
possibilities

LUNDHS Emerald / Silk

Plank tile stacked 2.9 x 12 in

HERRINGBONE DOUBLE HERRINGBONE STACKED
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TILE FORMATS AND GROUT COLORS
Just as a wall color can change the appearance of a room, 
the format and grout color can change the appearance  
of your tiles. Choose a grout color that goes with the tiles 
for a uniform appearance, or choose a contrasting shade 
to highlight color and patterns. See how this kitchen 
changes appearance with different tile formats and grout 
colors at lundhsrealstone.com/us/tiles

Plank tile half stacked 2.9 x 12 in

LUNDHS Emerald / Silk
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BRICKBOND/HALF OFFSET DIAGONAL 1/3 OFFSET SQUARE STACKED
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36 x 24 in

Tiles Sizes (in.) Surfaces

Shape Length Width Thickness Polished Honed Silk/Leather

Plank 12 2.9 0.39 *

Large Plank 24 6 0.39 * *

Square 12 12 0.39 *

Large Square 24 24 0.47 * * *

Rectangular 24 12 0.39 * *

Rectangular 36 24 0.47 *

Rectangular 48 24 0.47 * * *

  In stock.
 * Available on request.

36 x 24 in48 x 24 in 24 x 24 in 12 x 24 in 6 x 24 in 12 x 12 in 12 x 2.9 in

Sizes and 
formats
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Stone type: Larvikite

Polished Honed and Silk/Leather

Stone type: Anorthosite

Polished Honed and Silk/Leather

Stone type: Larvikite

Polished Honed and Silk/Leather

Stone type: Larvikite

Polished Honed and Silk/Leather

Surfaces POLISHED: A high gloss polished surface is smooth 
and shiny. It gives a mirror-like effect that shows the 
color of the stone and enhances the lustrous 
feldspar crystals.

HONED: A honed surface is matt and has a smooth 
touch. The honed finish makes the surface appear 
slightly lighter with more subtle crystals than the 
polished finish.

SILK/LEATHER: The silk/leather surface is structured 
and matt. The appearance is the same as honed, 
but with a silky and lightly structured touch. 



Natural stone 
from Norway
- unique and long-lasting surfaces

 SCRATCH RESISTANT 
Extremely durable and resistant to scratches 
from daily wear and tear.

 ABRASION RESISTANT 
The surface will resist abrasion even in high 
traffic areas such as floors and pavements.

 WATER RESISTANT 
Extremely low absorption. Resists water  
and other food-related liquid stains.

 UV RESISTANT 
Colors will not fade when exposed to 
sunlight.

 EASY TO MAINTAIN 
Requires no regular maintenance. Simply 
wipe clean with warm water and mild soap.

 STAIN RESISTANT 
Ultra-high density. Resists staining from 
coffee, tea, oil, wine, and acid etching from 
citrus fruits.

 FROST RESISTANT 
The material will resist changes due to 
thermal shock, and will not expand in 
freezing climates.

 HEAT RESISTANT UP TO 572 °F 
Hot pots and pans can be placed directly 
on the material without any risk of burning 
the surface.
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www.lundhsrealstone.com/us

For more information 
about where to buy 

Lundhs Real Stone tiles 
scan the qr code.


